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OUEENSLAND HOTELS ASSOCIATION

21 May 2010

Mr Darrell Channing
Director
Adjudication Branch
GPO Box 3131
CANBERRA ACT 2601

Dear Mr Channíng

Re: Queensland Office of Liquor and Gaming Regulation Application for
Authorisation - lnterested Party Gonsultation

Thank you for the opportunity to make submissions in relation to the Application
for Authorisation from the Queensland Office of Liquor and Gaming Regulation
(OLGR) seeking authorization for a pro-forma liquor accord agreement.

The Queensland Hotels Association has considered the Application and material
submitted by the OLGR, and strongly opposes the application, principally on
the basis of its anti-competition implications, the fact that it represents 'back door'
regulation which is more suited to a consulted, legislative framework, and its
clear breach of its own guidelines for liquor accords which state that "Liquor
accord bodies are encouraged to tailor liquor accord arrangemenfs fo surT
circumstances unique to licensees and your local community or precincf'. How
can the OLGR state that accords should be"tailored to suit circumstances unique
to licensees" and then make application for them all to be pro-forma based ?

The nature of liquor accords in Queensland

The application cites the need for this abrogation of competition law on the basis
that accords play a key role in preventing the abuse and mis-use of alcohol in
Queensland. This is partially true, but the role of liquor accords in the liquor
regulation and compliance system has been much over-played in the application.
Liquor accords are the current 'in thing' across the Commonwealth, and
Queensland has enthusiastically embraced the liquor accord as a means of
finding and implementing local solutions for local problems. By definition, when it
comes to anti-social and other diverse outcomes from the mis-use of alcohol,
drugs and other illicit substances such as petrol sniffing, the nature of the abuse
and how this abuse manifests itself in local communities varies markedly from
community to community. For example, in Goondiwindi there has been
community concern about under-age consumption of alcohol, in Logan City the
concern is about anti- social activity in public spaces including drugs use, graffiti,
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alcohol consumption, and random acts of vandalism, and in Cherbourg the
local concern is about petrol sniffing and the widespread use of ganja and
marijuana. Liquor accords are developed and used by the local businesses,
authorities and stakeholders to better target and address the specific issues
relevant to that community - they are not all focused on the mis-use of alcohol
and, where they are, the nature of the problem can and does vary from
community to community. This is not a case for blanket restrictions on all
communities, and the nature of accord business ceftainly does not justify the
proposed anti-competitive measures implied and in some cases specified in the
application.

The Queensland Hotels Association is an in-principle supporter of the accord
process in circumstances where the accord works effectively, and where the
focus is on cooperative endeavour to address local solutions. Our bona-fides in
this area are demonstrated by the Accord Guidelines for QHA Members which
are enclosed with this submission. However, the OLGR seems to be using this
application as a means of back-dooring a much tighter regulatory regime than
currently applies to accords, and which are more suited to the province of law-
making and regulation. There seems to be a clear disconnect between the fact
that accord participation is voluntary but, once a business is party to the accord,
licensees are tied to a broad range of mandatory, highly-restrictive, anti-
competitive, commercially harmful, practices and restrictions which are at odds
with the central tenet of the accord system.

Queensland's Regulatory Regime

Queensland maintains a sophisticated regulatory regime for the sale, supply and
promotion of liquor in the State. These exists a comprehensive regulatory
continuum of legislation, regulation and voluntary measures including but not
limited to the following:

. Queensland Liquor Act 1992;

. Queensland Liquor Regulation 2002;

. OLGR Guidelines providing policy clarification about legislation;

. OLGR facts sheets providing clarification on liquor policy;

. Comprehensive education and guideline material in the form of web-
based resources, regular newsletters, and information bulletins;

. Oversight of a range of mandatory industry training courses including
Responsible Management of Licensed Venues for all managers and
Responsible Service of Alcohol for all people involved in liquor service;

o lndustry working groups and Committees which meet regularly to develop
best practice guidelines and documents for promulgation to industry;

. Oversight of the Queensland Code of Practice for the Responslb/e
Seruice, Supply and Promotion of Liquor 2005 (copy enclosed);

. 'Ownership' of a range of specific restrictive plans such as the Brisbane
City Safety Action Plan aimed at limiting the anti-social consequences of
the mis-use of drugs and alcohol;

o Regular participation is a wide range of industry forums such as liquor
accords, liquor industry action groups, and local issues forums; and
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o A well-resourced compliance organization charged with the education and
enforcement role with regards to licensing law in Queensland.

The point of all of this is that licensed businesses in Queensland are already
governed by the most highly regulated of any business environment in Australia.
lndeed, the licensed industry is the third most regulated and supervised business
in the country behind only medicine and pharmaceuticals.

The role of liquor accords in this regulatory continuum must therefore be kept in
perspective. The Queensland Government, and its enforcement and compliance
agency the OLGR, has a wide range of law-making and regulatory options
available to it, the principal and cornerstone piece of legislation being the Liquor
Act 1992 and its supporting Regulation This Liquor Acf has recently been the
subject of a comprehensive, three year long, formal review which resulted in
legislated amendments to the Acf in September 2008, the reforms from which
became eftective in January 2009. One must ask, if the anti-competitive and
highly restrictive measures which are the subject of the OLGR's application are
so vital to improved liquor compliance operations, why were they not the subject
of consideration during this recent, comprehensive review of the State's own
liquor laws ?

Almost all of the measures outlined in the application are currently contained
somewhere within the continuum of regulation and compliance outlined above,
and which are generally observed in the form of codes of practice, best practice
guidelines, or OLGR guidelines in specific areas. ln the view of the QHA, there is
no rationale and little justification for including these measures in a one-size-fits-
all pro-forma liquor accord format which, by definition, should be tailored to the
needs of the individual accord communities.

Voluntary participation in accords

Currently, it is voluntary for interested members to participate in Queensland
liquor accords. Participation is seen as desirable, worth the effort, and a sign of
commitment to the principles of responsible practice. Those accords which work
best are those with widespread support within and participation by relevant
stakeholders.

This voluntary involvement is key to the success and credibility of accords. ln
2006, the then Executive-Director of the OLGR attempted to make by decree
participation in the Gold Coast liquor accord a mandatory condition of licensed
operations. This directive was strongly opposed and resisted by licensees, all of
whom rejected the concept that 'local rules' made by the accord participants
would be universally applied to all licensees, irrespective of the nature of licensed
activities at those businesses. For example, the accord 'rules' which might have
been developed to address anti-social activity in the high-licence-density Surfers
Paradise area may not have been relevant to a hinterland tavern or a community
club. Faced with the threat of legal action, the Executive Director relented and
participation in the Gold Coast liquor accord remains voluntary to this day.
However, this episode demonstrates that the voluntary nature of liquor accord
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pafticipation can change, and the Queensland Hotels Association has serious
misgivings about the current OLGR application which seeks to apply mandatory
restrictions on a voluntary participation process, the latter of which can be
changed at the stroke of a regulatory pen. We would then have a situation where
the ACCC has approved anti-competitive restrictions on the basis of voluntary
participation, but that voluntary participation is subsequently made mandatory by
State Government regulation. Our view would be that, if the measures which are
the subject of this application are so important, they should be subject to the
Queensland Government's normal approach to regulatory change, including the
need to publicly consult key stakeholders.

There can be little doubt that the inclusion of a wide range of mandatory
conditions on liquor accord participation, some of them anti-competitive, will
directly weaken the enthusiasm and resolve of licensees to be members of an
accord group. Why would you voluntarily submit to a range of mandatory
measures which hurt your business and your income ? You wouldn't.

Also, although accord participation is officially voluntary, increasingly there is
innuendo and coercion by the OLGR along the lines that accord participation is a
tangible sign of the licensee's commitment to responsible practice, and a
discriminating factor when it comes to a range of regulatory, compliance, and
liaison measures. ln short, those licensed businesses which are either not
parties to local liquor accords or which actively resist participation, are seen by
the regulator as uncooperative, recalcitrant, and in potential need of closer
scrutiny. This is not how it is supposed to be, but is how it is.

Anti-com petitive measures

As volunteered by the OLGR application, the application proposes a number of
anti-competitive measures particularly with regard to the service, pricing and
advertising of liquor products. lt is the view of the Queensland Hotels
Association that there is no justification or compelling evidence offered or
warranted for such measures. For example:

. Page 25 proposal -"Not adveftise or allow promotions of very high alcohol
substances - such as overproof rum and high alcohol carbonated drinks'-
whilst the hotel industry understands the logic of this proposal, there are a
number of factors which mitigate against such a measure being approved.
These include: the sale and promotion of such products remains legal in
Queensland and should remain so. Are we to make it a breach of the law to
display a poster of a Smirnoff Black or similar product in a drive-through bottle
shop ? I don't think so. Promotion and consumption of such products is
permitted under the law, under the Code of Practice for the Seruice, Supply
and Promotion of Liquor in Queensland, and under individual house policies.
What is of the essence in such circumstances is the quantity of such products
to be consumed rather than the nature of the products themselves, and this is
where responsible practice engages the process. lf a patron wants a half-nip
of Drambul to be put in a coffee, such a practice is totally allowable under
even the most stringent of guidelines and practices.
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. Page 25 - "offer and promote a range of non-alcoholic drinks at differential
(lower) prices" - this is a clear breach of competition law, and should be
rejected along with all other references to "lower prices". lt is not up to the
OLGR or the Government to set the actual or relative price of products for
sale. lndeed, in the OLGR guidelines and documents which provide clarity to
such matters, the current terminology with regard to non-alcoholic or low-
alcohol products is along the lines of such products being made available at
comparable or not-higher prices than alcoholic products. ln addition, there is
a range of non-alcoholic products such as Red Bull, Mother, 'V'energy drink
and so on, the wholesale price of which is higher than most alcoholic
beverages - support for the proposed measure would immediately render the
retail sale of such products a breach of the accord obligation by the licensee.

Overall content of the pro-forma liquor accord document

Anti-competition concerns aside, the proposed OLGR pro-forma liquor accord
document presents as an amalgam of the existing practices, guidelines,
regulation, and house policies which, in our view, are more appropriate for
inclusion in the OLGR Safety and Best Practice Guide which is currently under
development, in consultation with industry. The pro-forma accord format
proposed is much too comprehensive for realistic use by the 5,000 small licensed
businesses (out of 6,100 such businesses) in Queensland who are potential
accord participants, and who would be deterred from participating in the accord
process by the detailed nature of the accord obligations. To re-iterate, accords
are about developing and implementing local solutions to address local problems

- they are not about codifying a comprehensive range of theoretical preventative
measures more suited to a high-density high-volume licensed environment on all
accord groups.

ln conclusion

The Queensland Hotels Association and its members support the principle and
role of accords in the licensing regulation system. However, we are of the view
that this application by the OLGR is misguided, and represents an attempt to
impose a range of measures on the liquor accord process which are
contradictory, better suited to other parts of the regulatory system, clearly anti-
competitive, and which will act as a disincentive to potential participation in liquor
accords. There seems to be a clear disconnect between the fact that accord
participation is voluntary but, under the proposal, once a business is party to the
accord, licensees are tied to a broad range of mandatory, highly-restrictive, anti-
competitive, commercially harmful, practices and restrictions which are at odds
with the central tenet of the accord system. ln no part of the application has the
OLGR developed or presented a compelling, evidence-based case for the setting
aside of competition law as determined in the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth) and
it is our firm view that this application should not be approved.

Please do not hesitate to contact me should you require clarification or expansion
on any of the issues raised.



Yours sincerely

T.H. McGuire
President

Enclosures:

1. QHA Guidelines for Member Participation in Local Liquor Accords
2. Queensland Code of Practice for the Responsible Service, Supply and

Promotion of Liquor 2005

--- end ----
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This Code of Practice provides a proactive whole-of-industry approach to ensure liquor is served, supplied and promoted

responsibly. ltalsoencouragesthecreationofsafe,secureandsocial environmentsforpatronsoflicensedpremisesto
minimise harm to individuals and the broader community.

The Code of Practice supports and progresses the Government's commitm entin Finding the Balance: Queensland Alcohol
Action PIan zoo3/zoo4 to zoo6/zoo7 (Queensland Alcohol Action Plan) to prevent and reduce harm associated with alcohol
misuse in Queensland, and is based on the Australian Alcohol Guidelines: Health Risks and Benefits endorsed by the
NationaI Health & Medical Research CounciI in October zoor

The Code of Practice provides a universaI guidetine for use by the Liquor Licensing Division, licensees, permittees and their
staff to identify and control the risl<s associated with a practice or promotion related to the service and supply of [iquor, and
comply with fhe Liquor Act t9gz.

Legal obligations
Section r48A of the Lìquor Act t99z imposes obligations on [icensees and permittees in the conduct of business on

licensed premises (or premises to which a permit relates) to:

l. maintain a safe environment for patrons and staff of the premises; and

ll. ensureliquorisserved,suppliedandpromotedinawaythatiscompatibtewithminimisingharmfromtheuseof
liquorand preserving the peace and good order ofthe neighbourhood ofthe premises.

It is an offence if a Iicensee or permittee:

r Engages in a practice or promotion that may encourage rapid or excessive consumption of liquor
(Maximum penalty $ZSoo).

. Does not engage in practices and promotions that encourage the responsible consumption of liquor
(Maxi mum penatty $ZSoo).

r Does not provide and maintain a safe environment in and around the premises (Maximum penatty $zSoo).

The following definitions appty to this Code of Practice:

1. Practice The manner in which liquor is served or supplied by licensees and permittees.

2. Promotion Communication by [icensees and permittees trying to persuade and influence
customers to consume liquor including:

3. Rapid

i. Advertising - any form of advertisements or commercials through tetevision, radio, internet,
mobile phone, newspapers, magazines, billboards, posters, catalogues etc;

ii. Pubticity - generating commercially significant news in the mass media;

¡ii. PersonaI setling - with one or more prospective purchasers forthe purpose of making sales and
includes providing free samples for tasting or consumption; and

iv. Sales promotion - any other marketing activity that stimutates consumer purchasing such as:

. SpeciaI offers - discounting, coupons, contests

. Special methods - point-of-sale displays, other non-routine, non-personatsetting efforts.

A male patron consumes 4 or more standard drinks in one hour.
A female patron consumes 3 or more standard drinks in one hour.
(Based on, asfralian Alcohol Guidelines, NationaI Health & Medical Research Counci[, Canberra, zoor)

4. Excessive A male patron consumes 11 or more standard drinks on any one day.

A female patron consumes 7 or more standard drinks on any one day.
(Based on.Ausfralian Alcohol Guidelines, National Health & Medical Research Counci[, Canberra, zoor)



This Code of Practice commits the liquor and hospitality industry to:

l. Assess the risk of atl promotions and practices in accordance with the risl< assessment guidetine before the
practice or promotion is commenced.

ll. Develop a management plan where any high risk is identified to demonstrate any risks can be controlled
before the practice or promotion is commenced.

lll. Not conduct promotions and practices if:

¡ there is any unacceptable risl<; or
. any high risk cannot be adequatety controlled.

IV. lmmediatelv cease any practice or promotion that is underway if patrons:

. consume liquor rapidly or excessively; or

. engage in unsafe behaviour.

Uttimately, whether or not a promotion or practice is lawfutwit[ depend on how the actual promotion or practice is
conducted bythe licensee and theirstaff, whetherthe risks have been satisfactorily contro[ed, and the response ofpatrons.

æ

How many standard drinks (or equivatent) are patrons encouraged to consume

Unacceptable Risk

More than 4
More than 3

High Risk

4

3

Medium Risk

2to 3

2

hourly?
Low Risk

Uptoz
Uptol

Male

Female

')
How many standard drínks (or equivalent) are patrons encouraged to consume on any one day?

Medium Risk Low R¡sk

TtoLo Upto6
5to6 Upto4

Unacceptable R¡sk

More than u
High Risk

77Male

Female More than 7 7

How is the liquor served for consumption?
Una€ceptabte Risl(

Drink stockpiting
Muttiple shooters

Laybacks

Water pistols

Offering trays of shooters

High R¡sk

Yard glass

Test tubes

Medium Risk

Butk pre-mix

cocktai ls

Non standard measures

Low Risk

Standard measures

H alf- measures

Low atcohol drinks
Non atcohol drinl<s

What is the promotional

Unacceptable Risk

Gender based
discounts

discount compared to the
Hígh R¡sk

5o% or higher

regular price on prem¡ses for the equ¡valent drink?
Medium Risk

z5okto 4go/o

Low Risk

Less than z5%

How long/what time is
High Risk

More than z hours

Any time after 9:oopm

the promotion conducted for?

Medium Risk Low R¡sl(

:. to z hours Less than r hour

ls the promotion or pract¡ce linked to an activity?
Unacceptable Risl<

Skolling games

Emotive titles
"Drink lil<e a fish"
"Beat the clock"

: High R¡sk

ì Physicat injury risks

High Risk

Prizes based on

votume consumed

Medium R¡sk

Glass injury risks

Medium Risk

Liquor prizes
Low Risk

No related activity
Food/meal prizes

Not consumption
reIated

i What are the risks of the promotion/practice to patron safety?

Sexuattyprovocativeactivities Stip/trip/fattrisks
Table/Bar dancing
Pyrotech n i cs/Fi rewo rks

low Risk

Reasonab[e physicat activity
Non-threatening environ ment

RSA trai ned staff
WH&S Ptan



Section4rAoftheLÌquorRegulation2oo2 prescribesexamplesofacceptableorunacceptablepracticesorpromotionsundertheLiquorAct.
The examples provided in the Liquor Regulation do not limit the operation of the Liquor Act in relation to other practices or promotion.

Competitions with prizes of food, meal deals or other
non-tiquor prizes are acceptable.

Deterring patrons from taking part in skotling games.

Supplying [iquor in standardised quantities that can be

recognised by patrons is acceptable.

. serving spirits in measured nips

. serving Iiquor in glasses or jugs marked with
measured quantlties

. supptying liquor in prepacked containers tabetled
with measured quantities

Serving half measures of spirits on request.

Promotions involving low alcohol liquor, where it is clear
from the advertising and promotional materialthat it is a

low alcohol liquor promotion, are acceptable.

Drinking Competitions that encourage rapid or excessive

consumption of [iquor or discourage a patron from monitoring or

controtling the patron's consumption of liquor are not acceptabte.

. skolling games, 'boat races'

.'Iaybacks'

. consumption of Iiquor from a water plstot

¡ [abelling or titling of promotions such as "Beat the ctock"
and "Drink tike a fish"

Using a container that encourages rapid or excessive consumption
of liquor or discourages a patron from monitoring or controtting
the patron's consumption of liquor.

. serving Iiquor in a yard glass for skolling

. serving Iiquor in a test tube shaped glass without providing a

stand on which the glass can be placed

. muttiple supply of 'shooters'

. offering trays of shooters

Promotions or drinkcards which provide a multiple of free drinks,
or extreme discounts on a given day or night are not acceptable.

Free liquor - A complimentary standard drink upon
arrivaI is acceptable.

Wine buffets and drink packages are acceptable provided:

¡ the function/event involves a fulI mealor banquet;
r there are measures to monitor and controI a patron's

consumption of liquor; and
. appropriate action is taken to discourage rapid or

excessive consumption of Iiquor.

Untimited liquor consumption such as "allyou can drink" offers

and "free drinl<s forwomen" are not acceptable.

Promotingfree or discounted tiquor without providing an

appropriate number of staff or security persons to monitor and

control patrons' consumption ol [iquor is not acceptable

Hetping patrons to arrange transport from the premises

is acceptable.

. arranging the supply and convenient positioning of
pubtic telephones disptaying telephone numbers
for taxis and emergency services

. allowing staffto make tetephone ca[[s to arrange
transport for patrons

Providing appropriate tighting inside and outside
the premises

Promoting or conducting an activity that encourages

harassment of patrons or staff.

¡ conducting a 'wetT-shirt'competition during which

discounted liquor is served to patrons, and the licensee

does not provide adequate staff or security persons to

monitor or control patrons' behaviour and some patrons

become intoxicated and harass other patrons and staff;

Hotding a patron's financiat-institution access card and

serving liquor to the patron on account over several days

pending payment when the patron next receives sociaI security

benefits is not acceptabte.
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GUIDELINES FOR MEMBER PARTICIPATION IN LOCAL LIQUOR ACCORDS

Background

All stakeholders in the licensed industry have a vested interest in minimising the
negative impacts of the mis-use of alcohol. One of the mechanisms employed in
Queensland to generate solutions, cooperation and shared commitment to action
is the local Liquor Accord. The Queensland Government has promoted voluntary
participation in local liquor accords as one of the ways that licensees can both
join in a collective approach to harm minimisation and, at the same time,
demonstrate their commitment to best practice.

lntroduction

Liquor Accords, in the Queensland context, are a series of agreed actions or
principles by a group of local stakeholders in the licensed industry aimed at
addressing and solving some or any local problems or issues which are of
common concern. Liquor Accords are informal in nature, but will generally result
in the development and agreement of a formal Liquor Accord document which
outlines the objectives, participation, approach and limitations of the accord
group.

A Liquor Accord will generally include a set of agreed principles or guidelines for
participation, together with an aspirational statement. Sometimes, the accord
process might focus on or prioritize an approach to a particular problem that is of
specific concern to all local stakeholders e.g. graffiti, shoplifting, drugs etc More
commonly, accords focus on the general issues and concerns around the
licensed and late-night trade, and are focused on a joint and/or collective
approach to problem solving.

The QHA's position is that participation in liquor accords should be considered by
members, on five conditions:

. Accords should be about mechanisms to derive and manage local solutions to
local issues;

o Participation should be voluntary;
o Participants should engage as equals in the accord process - they are not

simply another forum for the regulator or those in authority to hijack or impose
industry agendas;

. The accord process should be structured to include all willing stakeholders,
and involve a basic communications and management structure; and

o Accords should involve voluntary collaboration, participation, communication
and action by participants. Proposals should be transparent and action and
commitment should be based on trust.

Guidelines

The following guidelines are offered to QHA Members considering active
involvement in accords:
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o Accords are legitimate: Liquor accords are a legitimate component of the
liquor regulation continuum. When properly constituted and conducted,
accords can be a powerful form of self-regulation which can help to reduce
and minimize anti-social behaviour. There are more than 50 accord groups in
Queensland and, although separate accords may have similar elements,
there are no two the same. Sometimes, accord strategies are shared and
adapted to address similar issues and concerns in different communities.

. Accords have official status: the Liquor Act 1992 effectively defines the
liquor accord and gives it status within the regulatory framework. The Act
provides that a Liquor accord for a locality, means an agreement voluntarily
entered into to promote responsible practice, minimise harm, and promote
public order.

. Accords involve a wide range of stakeholders : to be effective and
credible, Liquor Accords should involve as many different stakeholders as
possible acting in concert in common purpose. Participants should include:
licensees, representatives from local businesses, local council(s), police,
community organisations (lifeline, schools, charities, church, drug-arm etc)
and government representatives. Special advisers or observers can
participate on request: e.g. local swimming pool manager or hardware store
manager.

o Accords are local: Accords must be about building local solutions to local
problems. Accords must therefore be based on a sensible geographic area or
region, typically a well-defined township or suburban area, which normally
gives its name to the accord e.g. Valley Liquor Accord, Goondiwindi Liquor
Accord. The geographic area is normally determined by its members, taking
into account sensible management issues. e.g. in the case of the Valley
Liquor Accord, the Accord area is the same as the local police divisional
boundaries.

o Accords are not the total answer: Accords are simply one of a varied range
of regulatory mechanisms and vehicles that can assist in the development
and promotion of best practice, and improve our industry's performance and
public image. Accords are most effective at considering and promoting
collective action to address local problems. For example, a country town is
having a problem with graffiti in its main shopping mall - the Liquor Accord
group may develop a series of collective actions aimed at limiting sales,
increasing police patrols, increasing clean-up frequency, and promoting
rewards - all aimed at addressing the actual problem.

. Accord participation is not to be feared: When properly constituted and
conducted, accords act as an excellent pressure valve for local liquor-related
issues. They also offer excellent potential for the establishment of strong
personal relationships between stakeholders, which can benefit improved
communications and problem solving, and generate mutual respect. lt's
simply a variation of is it better to be inside or outside the tent ?'

ln the case of QHA Members, there are a number of key issues to be mindful of
when considering whether to engage in or continue with a Liquor Accord process.
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These include:
o Not a policy development forum. Sometimes an idea or solution developed

or promoted by a local accord group will begin to snowball and make its way
up the policy development pipeline, typically through Police circles. E.g. late
night curfews or lock-outs. When this begins to happen, it is important that
QHA stakeholders are aware of the potential for policy corruption, and to
stress that policy development should be evidence based, and not made on
the run. This is a real case of 'one size does not fit all'- a solution which
works in Goondiwindi may not be quite as effective is a less contained accord

o Dominant parties: Sometimes, an accord group or agenda can be
dominated by a particular person, group or agenda, with the result that the
accord is not effective, popular, or enduring. Typically (from an industry
viewpoint) this happens when the convenor or chairman position of the accord
group is dominated by local police, who may use it as a platform from which
to stress law and order outcomes or policies, as opposed to a more varied
and general harm minimization agenda. ln such circumstances, accord
participants should express their concerns about this situation, and/or make
efforts to broaden the leadership participation of stakeholders.

. Overall effectiveness in meeting objectives: lt is both the objective and the
implied responsibility of all accord participants to achieve progress and
results, othenruise, their time and effort put into the accord process is wasted.
Therefore, accord groups should informally monitor progress in terms of
achieving the aims of:

o minimizing anti-social behaviour;
o increasing cooperation between stakeholders; and
o promoting responsible practice

lf it is assessed that the accord process fails the efforts vs outcome test, then
ongoing participation in and support for the accord should be reviewed.
Where such failure can be addressed through change of personnel,
approach, or priorities, such changes should be promoted through the accord
process.

o Accord participation should not be onerous: Accord participation should
be low key and enjoyable. Meetings should be convened at a frequency such
that accord issues are progressed and addressed in a timely manner, but not
so frequently so as to discourage attendance. Monthly meetings are the
norm.

Holding Accord Group Office: Liquor accord groups normally function using a
semi-formal committee structure and a formal accord document such as an MOU
or tool box. There is no barrier to licensees holding the 'office' of convenor or
chair of an accord group. More commonly, these positions tend to be held by
police or other public sector members as they tend to have better access to
administration support. A model to consider is a licensee convenor with a public
sector secretary, working cooperatively.

Feedback: Accords provide informal and formal feedback to the OLGR and
other stakeholder organisations on a case-by-case basis. This can be done by
email, by formal letter, and by personal representation to OLGR liaison officers.
Occasionally, the OLGR holds liquor accord conferences and/or seminars where
issues and strategies are discussed and advanced. QHA members are
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encouraged to participate in such feedback, and raise any positive or negative
issues as required. QHA members should also consider advising concerns and
progress with the accord to their 'parent' stakeholders including the QHA
network, fellow licensees, their parent hotel group (if applicable) and other
stakeholders with a common interest,

Gonclusion

Liquor accords are a common part of the liquor regulation scene in Queensland
and aim to gather local liquor industry stakeholders together to consider, develop
and deliver actions and strategies aimed at minimizing any local anti-social
aspects of liquor mis-use. Accord participation is voluntary, and aimed at finding
and delivering mechanisms to manage local alcohol-related issues.

QHA Members should consider participating in accords where the benefits
outweigh the effort required to participate, which includes time and travel.

Accords by themselves are not the solution to all of society's woes. They do
however provide a forum for local leaders to find local solutions to local problems.

A comprehensive research information source on accords is located at:
mvw. o I g r. q I d. gov. a u/i nd utry/acco rd s/i nd ex. s htm I


